Abstract: Unbalance vibration is one of the main vibration forms of a high speed machine tool spindle. The overlarge unbalance vibration will have some adverse effects on the working life of the spindle system and the surface quality of the work-piece. In order to reduce the unbalance of a high speed spindle system, a pneumatic online dynamic balance device and its control system are presented in the paper. To improve the balance accuracy and adaptation of the balance system, the gain parameter adaption and scheduling control method are proposed first, and then the different balance effects of the influence coefficient method and the gain scheduling control method are compared through many dynamic balance experiments of the high speed spindle. The experimental results indicate that the gain parameters can be changed timely according to the transformation of the speed and kinetic parameters of the spindle system. The balance accuracy can be improved for a high speed spindle with time-varying characteristics, based on the adaptive gain scheduling control method.
Introduction
Online balance technology is the ideal vibration suppression method for the spindle system of a high speed and high precision machine tool. Usually, the online balance system consists of a balance device, signal testing, and a control system. For the online control method, many new online dynamic methods have been proposed in recent years. For example, D.Y. Jung et al. developed a new hybrid imbalance vibration control approach for an auto-balancer device (ABD) rotor system supported by a normal passive bearing augmented with an active magnetic bearings (AMB) to enhance the balancing and vibration isolation capabilities [1] . M. Xiang et al. proposed an auto balancing control scheme using adaptive feed-forward compensation based on a least mean square (LMS) algorithm. In this LMS algorithm, the two input signals were synchronous displacement and their orthogonal signals [2] . S.Q. Zheng explored a novel auto balancing method for a magnetically suspended rotor in a motor driveline system based on synchronous rotating frame (SRF) transformation [3] .
In general, the typical methods of online balance control for the rotor are the influence coefficient method and the gain scheduling control method or their composition. In 1996, based on the influence coefficient method and graphic vector composition, W.H. Choi et al. presented a calculating method of optimum correction mass within permissible vibration limits for rotating machinery in two-plane field balancing. A genetic algorithm was used for vector composition, and the sequential unconstrained minimization technique (SUMT) method was used for objective function which sought the optimum correction mass for balancing the rotor [4] . In 2006, B. Hu et al. studied the dynamic balance problem of the varying speed quasi-stable state rotor. A gain scheduling table was built according to the system influence coefficient, and the gain parameters could be indexed according to different speeds [5] . In 2012, the spindle-bearing system was investigated by J.H. Koo et al. using combined methodologies of finite elements and transfer matrices. The balancing control was performed by the influence coefficient method and the comparison was made by whirl responses before balancing and after balancing [6] . In 2018, a whole-machine dynamic balance method was proposed by G. Bin et al. based on the multi-plane influence coefficients balance method without applying trial masses. The multi-plane influence coefficients under different speeds were calculated based on the steady state response predictions from the finite element method (FEM) instead of using measured responses as used in other traditional balance approaches [7] .
The researches indicated that the balance accuracy would decrease when the kinetic parameters of the spindle-bearing system changed based on the fixed influence coefficient or gain. In 2013, an active control scheme was proposed by F.B. Carbajal et al. based on compensation of the perturbation force signals to balance the rotating machinery with unknown system parameters and variable operation speed. Algebraic parameter identification methodology was applied to estimate the mass, stiffness, damping, rotor eccentricity, and online reconstruction of the unknown centrifugal forces induced by rotor unbalance [8] . In 2003, a stable condition for active balancing control was derived by J.S. Kim et al. to estimate the errors of the influencing coefficients. A gain scheduling control was proposed using influence coefficients of the standard model when the dynamic characteristics of a rotor system changed [9] . In 2006, a gain scheduling control method using influence coefficients of the reference model was proved effective by J.D. Moon et al. in balancing the spindle system although its characteristics were changed. The stability of reference influence coefficients was verified by experiments with frequency response functions [10] . Considering the phenomenon of magnetic saturation and its dependence on the rotor position and the current, a PI controller with variable gains was proposed by H. Hannoun et al. in 2011 . This controller compensated the inductance variation and maintained the dynamics of the closed-loop system constant. Simulations and experimental results showed the advantages of gain adaptation compared to fixed gains [11] . In 2012, S. Wang et al. applied a method for continuous gain scheduling proportional integral (GSPI) control to perform on-line control of a large sudden unbalanced vibration response of a rotor with an active elastic support/dry friction damper, with the parameters of the rotor being unknown or inaccurate [12] . In 2013, a gain phase modifier (GPM) was proposed by J. Fang et al. to achieve a precise synchronous control current and to compensate the gain and phase errors caused by the power amplifier. The GPM was incorporated into the feed-forward controller to formulate two closed loops, which could adaptively tune the gain and phase of the synchronous control current, respectively [13] . In 2017, based on the single neuron proportion integration differentiation (PID) control method, fuzzy control theory was introduced by J. Xu et al. to adjust the output gain K of single neuron PID control to realize single neuron PID control with variable step size. Experiments and simulation results showed that the fuzzy self-tuning single neuron PID control method had the advantages of faster response time, less overshoot amount, fewer oscillation times, extreme robustness, and good stability [14] . Based on the dynamic model of a rotor system with time-delay, a strictly positive real system was built to satisfy the stability conditions of the adaptive control system. A feed-forward gain adaptive controller was designed to improve the balance control of a rotor system under both variable speed and constant speed [15] .
Based on the above analysis, the following points can be summarized.
(1) The influence coefficient method is the common method to calculate the correcting vectors of the correcting faces in online dynamic balance control. In practical application, affected by the precision of signal measurement and analysis, the actual vectors of the influence coefficients are very difficult to measure and calculate. So the dynamic balance accuracy is low and difficult to improve based on the traditional influence coefficient method. (2) On the other hand, with the transformation of speed, service time, environment condition, temperature field, abrasion, and lubrication condition of supporting components etc., the kinetic parameters of the rotor system may be changed, but the original influence coefficients cannot meet the requirement of high accuracy dynamic balance control. (3) The gain scheduling control is perfect for the rotor system in which the kinetic parameters transform with the working conditions. Comparing with the influence coefficient method, the actual vectors of the influence coefficients of the dynamic balance system are not necessary to know based on the gain scheduling method, and ideal balancing accuracy can be gained based on the estimated value of influence coefficients and gain parameters. (4) The traditional gain scheduling control method is based on the fact that the influence coefficient has been estimated and the gain calculated under the offline state. Also, it belongs to open loop control and there is no feedback and compensation mechanism for the inaccurate gain, which could interfere with the online dynamic balance precision.
Based on the above analysis, the gain scheduling control method and the adaptive method of influence coefficient are combined in the paper, and an adaptive method of gain parameters is proposed based on the online estimation and update of influence coefficients.
The Online Dynamic Balance System Design for Double-Face Correction

The Principle of Vector Synthesis
There are many methods to exert a suitable correcting vector in a correcting face. According to the vector synthesis principle, the correcting vector in one face can be synthesized by the two nearest balance disks with suitable fixed unbalance. As an example, the synthetic principle of a correcting vector is explained as follows.
Considering the structure characteristics of a balance disk, the fixed unbalance vector can be taken as a mass ball with a certain radius, and the centrifugal force comes into being when the mass ball rotates synchronously with the spindle. Because the axial positions of balance disks 1 and 2 are very close, their centrifugal force can be taken as in a face. The display of the vectors is shown in Figure 1 . Based on the vector geometrical relationship in Figure 1 , Equation (1) can be obtained.
In Equation (1), the parameters U 1 , U 2 , Q 1 , and ϕ 1 are known, and the amplitudes of the unbalance vectors are designed to be equal (U 1 = U 2 = U) in practice, so the radial positions of the balance disks 1 (α) and 2 (β) can be calculated and expressed as follows.
According to the above analysis, the synthetic correction in one face can be synthesized and obtained easily by adjusting the radial positions of the two balance disks. Proper corrections of the two correcting faces can be synthesized by four balance disks.
The Design of the Dynamic Balance Device and Driving System
Based on the principle of vector synthesis, four balance disks with equivalent fixed unbalance vector were applied to design the double-face correcting system for spindle dynamic balance and the experimental equipment was built. The measurement and control system is shown in Figure 2 . In Figure 2 , the correcting vector ( → Q 1 ) of face 1 can be synthesized by the balance disks 1 and 2, and the correcting vector ( → Q 2 ) of face 2 can be synthesized by the balance disks 3 and 4. There is a flexible joint between the experimental device and motorized spindle. During the experiment, the vibration signals of the rotating spindle ends can be acquired by eddy current sensors v1 and v2, the radial positions signal of balance disks 1 to 4 can be acquired separately by the photoelectric sensors s1 to s4, and the radial positions signal on the spindle can be acquired by the photoelectric sensor st1. All the sensors' signals can be collected by a signal acquisition system and analyzed online in the computer. The signal analysis process can be expressed as following.
First, the unbalance vibration signals are separated from the vibration signals of the spindle. Second, when the amplitudes of the unbalance vibration signals exceed the allowable value, the correcting vectors in faces 1 and 2 are calculated according to the control law.
Third, the expected radial positions of balance disks 1 to 4 are calculated according to the required correcting vectors.
Fourth, the control signals are outputted from the computer and then the radial positions of balance disks 1 to 4 are adjusted to reach their expected position.
In order to meet the requirement of online control, a new type of balance disk structure and its driving system were developed as Figure 3 shows.
In Figure 3 , the inside and outside circles are designed to be a dentate structure of the balance disk body. The installing ring with four elastic claws is installed between the spindle and balance disk body, and it is interference fit between the spindle and installing ring. Four nozzle mechanisms are installed separately under the corresponding balance disks. The working principle of the mechanism is illustrated as follows. When the spindle system works in the balance condition, the installing ring is driven by the spindle to rotate synchronously, meanwhile the balance disk body is driven to rotate synchronously by a ratchet-pawl mechanism. On the contrary, a series of pulse air flows with high pressure are jetted from the nozzles to adjust the radial positions of the balance disk body. In theory, the phase corresponding to one tooth can be adjusted by one pulse air flow if the pressure and width of the pulse air flow are controlled properly.
To meet the requirement of online control, the pneumatic driving system is shown in Figure 4 . As Figure 4 shows, the driving pressure of pulse air flows can be controlled by adjusting the openness of the pressure regulating valve (3). The air pulse signal can be gained by controlling the magnetic valve to be on or off.
Discussion on the Balance Accuracy Problem of the Balance Disk Mechanism
The Position Error Problem
According to the working principle in Figure 3 , the tooth number of the balance disk is designed to be 72, the reachable positions of the balance disk include 0 • , 5 • , . . . , 355 • . The nearest and reachable position will be considered as the expected position of the balance disk when the online calculated value is not equal to any reachable positions, so the maximum value of the position error is 2.5 • . Because of the position error of the balance disk, the equivalent unbalance in a correcting face will not be offset by the composed correction. The residual unbalance is unavoidable and its derived principle is shown in Figure 5 . Figure 5 , the residual unbalance can be expressed as Equation (3).
It can be seen from Equation (3), the amplitude of residual unbalance will be maximum when the sign of ∆α and ∆β are opposite. For example, if ∆α = ∆β = 2.5 • , the maximum amplitude of residual unbalance is 0.0219 Q 1 , and this error is acceptable in most cases.
The Fit Clearance Problem
In order to ensure that the balance disk can be adjusted freely with respect to the spindle, a suitable clearance between the balance disk and spindle must be left. When the balance disk is driven to rotate synchronously with the spindle, the rotating center line of the balance disk will deviate from the center line of the spindle caused by centrifugal force, and the additional unbalance shown in Figure 6 will be formed as spindle rotary. As Figure 6 shows, if the mass of balance disk is supposed as m, the additional unbalance can be expressed as Equation (4).
In Equation (4), → U a is the additional unbalance. Because the mass of the balance disk is large, the additional unbalance may be large even though the offset distance is small. In order to reduce the offset distance, the structure of the balance disk is improved to be a combined mechanism shown in Figure 7 . In Figure 7 , the double-shoulder sleeve and installing ring are fixed on the spindle, the side covers are fixed in the balance disk, suitable fit clearance can be ensured by the double-shoulder sleeve and side covers. Figure 7b shows that the non-uniformity of the fit clearance is reduced by the outward elastic power of four elastic claws. So, the offset distance can be reduced between the balance disk and spindle.
Based on the above analysis, the main characteristics of the balance device proposed in the paper are summarized as follows compared with the related mechanisms.
(1) The axial size of the balance device is small, and the synthetic vector of the two closer balance disks can be taken as in a face. In practical application, the structure of the machine tool spindle is very compact, and the balance device is difficult to apply in the actual machine tool if its axial size is larger. (2) According to the analysis in Section 2.3, the proposed balance device in the paper has symmetrical radial clearance between the balance disk and spindle whether it is in a stopping or running state, and the additional unbalance caused by the balance device is small. (3) The proposed balance device is a pure mechanical structure, and there is no electromagnetic interference in the motorized spindle system. (4) Location error may exist in the process of the radical position of the balance disk adjusted, but the maximum error can be accepted in application.
The Gain Parameter Adaption and Scheduling Control Method
The gain scheduling control method can be used to control the nonlinear system only if there are some control parameters under steady-state and a linear model that can reflect the system performance. Based on the online estimation method of the influence coefficient, we propose the gain parameter adaption and scheduling control method for spindle online dynamic balance. There are three main components of the method application, the gain table should be built first by many trial weight experiments. Then the gain parameters are indexed during the online dynamic balance period and the gain parameters are renewed when the system dynamic characteristics change.
The Double-Face Influence Coefficient Principle
In order to build the gain table, the double-face influence coefficient should be estimated by the trial weight method at a constant speed. The operating steps are stated as follows:
Step 1, the test speed, assumed as ω, must be selected, and then the initial unbalance vibration signal of testing points 1 and 2 is obtained by vibration signal measurment and analysis. 
In Equation (5), → R 11 is the influence coefficient of correcting face 1 to point 1, → R 12 is the influence coefficient of correcting face 1 to point 2.
Step 3, the influence coefficients of correcting face 2 to points 1 and 2 can be calculated through trial weight experiments in correcting face 2. If the unbalance vibration vectors of points 1 and 2 are respectively assumed as → V 21 and → V 22 after trial weight in face 2, and the corresponding trial weight vector is → P 2 , the influence coefficients can be represented as:
In Equation (5) Combining Formulas (5) and (6), the double-face influence coefficient vector matrix (R) in the balance speed can be expressed as:
Based on the above trial weight method, the work speed range of the spindle can be discretized to many balance speeds, the influence coefficient vector matrix of each balance speed can be tested and calculated. In order to improve the accuracy of the influence coefficient offline estimation, the method of averaging many times experimental values can be applied at each balance speed.
The Gain Scheduling Control Principle
When the influence coefficients of the balance speed have been estimated, a series of iteration controls are used to minimize the unbalance vibration amplitude, and the kth time iteration equation can be expressed as
In Equation (8), V k is the residual unbalance vibration matrix after the kth time iteration control. R is the influence coefficient matrix at the balance speed. P k is the correcting matrix of the kth time correcting operation. V 0 is the initial unbalance vibration matrix. The vector matrixes of V k , R, P k and V 0 are expressed as follows
Based on Equation (8), the (k + 1)th time iteration equation can be expressed as:
V k+1 can be expressed by subtracting Equation (8) from Equation (9) as the following
According to the least square method, the generalized linear quadratic objective function can be built and shown as Equation (11) .
In Equation (11), H is a 2 × 2 positive definite real diagonal weighted matrix and is applied to improve the robustness and stability of the control system. Q is a 2 × 2 positive definite real diagonal weighted matrix and is applied to make the residual unbalance vibration of the testing points tend to equilibrium, so the diagonal values of Q should be set properly corresponding to the measuring points.
Equation (12) can be derived by substituting Equation (10) into Equation (11) and then simplifying the equation.
The function (13) can be derived by minimizing the objective function (12) .
Based on Equation (13), the following control law can be extracted.
In Equation (14), K 1 and K 2 are named as gain matrixes, which can be calculated when the influence coefficient matrix has been obtained. The gain scheduling table can be built and applied in the balance control when all the gain values have been calculated corresponding to each balance speed. In practical application, the work speed of the spindle may be not be equal to any balance speed with gain prameters, but the corresponding gain matrixes can be calculated by the linear interpolation method. If the work speed is assumed as ω, the two nearist balance speeds are assumed as ω j and ω j−1 . The gain matrixes corresponding to ω can be calculated as follows.
Equation (14) indicates that the accuracy of the influence coefficient has a significant influence on the performance and stability of the dynamic balance control system. However, the influence coefficient error between the estimation value and the real value is inevitable on account of the balance system errors and working condition transformation. Here we discuss the effect of the influence coefficient error on the stability of the control system.
Assuming that the acceleration of the spindle is very small, the damping factor is very large and the discrete speed point is very dense in a certain range, we can take the dynamic characteristics of the system as close to steady state at various discrete speeds. If the system is stable at all discrete speeds, it can be assumed that the system is stable during the entire transmission period. When the speed is constant, Equation (10) is substituted to Equation (14) to obtain the following formula:
In Equation (17),R is the estimated value of R, andR − R is the error matrix of the influence coefficient. For stability control, the input of P k+1 must converge to a constant vector. At the balance speed, the original unbalance vibration V k of the rotor system is a constant vector. Because the estimated influence coefficient matrix is a constant matrix, the second item on the right of Equation (17) is the constant vector. Therefore the first item on the right of Equation (17) is related to stability. That is to say the condition for system stability is:
In Equation (18), γ represents the stability of the control system, δ max represents the maximum singular value of the matrix. Equation (18) can be translated as follows.
In Equation (19), δ min represents the minimum singular value of the matrix. ζ represents the stability of the traditional weighted least square method (WLSM) when H = 0, where the robustness of WLSM had been proved in paper reference [16] . It is obvious that the stability of the system can be increased by the unbalance correction penalty factor H.
The Adaptive Principle of the Influence Coefficient and Gain
The above algorithm shows that the gain scheduling control method is suitable for the kinetic parameters transformation with the working conditions, and the real influence coefficients do not need to be known when the gain scheduling control method is applied in rotor online dynamic balance. On the other hand, the gain schelduling control method belongs to the open loop control and no feedback and compensation mechanism for inaccurate gain. The dynamic balance practice shows that the influence coefficient of the high speed spindle system will transform even at the same speed with its working environment, working time, signal testing, and analysis accuracy. The gain, calculated in the offline state, cannot absolutely meet the requirement of online dynamic balance control. To improve the precision of online dynamic balance, the method of gain self-adaption is put forward in this paper based on the influence coefficient online estimation.
The Self-Adaption Methods of the Influence Coefficient
Based on the preceding text analysis, the kth time testing and calculating value (R k ) of the influence coefficient at the same balance speed can be expressed as.
The kth time estimated value (R k ) of influence coefficient can be obtained by the weighting average between the kth time testing and calculating value and the (k − 1)th time estimated value (R k−1 ).
In Equation (21) 
Based on the above hypotheses, the influence coefficient of correcting face i relative to testing point j after kth time estimated can be expressed as follows.
The real influence coefficients at the same balance speeds are assumed as constant, the kth time testing and calculating value of influence coefficient can be expressed as Equation (23) in consideration of the random error.
In Equation (23), R ij is the real influence coefficient, e is the uniform white noise signal. The transfer function of Equation (22) can be expressed as Equation (24) if R kij is taken as the input signal andR kij is taken as the output signal.
To ensure the signal is undistorted, G(1) = 1 when ω = 0. So, the relation among the forgetting factors can be obtained from Equation (24).
The variance ratio before and after the signal filtered can be obtained from Equations (24) and (25).
Equation (26) indicates that the filtering effect will be better when µ ij tends to zero. A small value is suitable for µ ij if the kinetic parameters of the spindle system change slowly, and a large value is suitable for µ ij on the contrary. Based on the expected variance ratio, the value of µ ij can be calculated, and then the coefficient of A, B, C, and D can be calculated. The adaptive relation equation of the influence coefficient as Equation (22) can be set up between the current testing and caculating value and the original estimated value.
The Self-Adaption Methods of the Gain Parameters
Based on the above analysis, the gain parameters self-adaption and its application steps can be expressed as follows.
Step 1, the gain scheduling table should be built through a series of offline experiments at a few discrete speeds. The influence coefficients and gain parameters should be included corressponding to each discrete speed in the table.
Step 2, the unbalancing vibration signals of the spindle system should be measured and separated online in the monitoring period. The correcting vectors of the correcting faces should be calculated according to Equation (14) if the amplitude of the unbalancing vibration signals exceeds the limited value.
Step 3, the radial positions of the balance disks are adjusted online according to the correcting vectors based on the principle of vector synthesis. The unbalancing vibration signals of the spindle system are measured and separated online again, and then the amplitudes of the unbalancing vibration signals are reassessed. The new influence coefficients and gain paremeters are estimated online, and then the old parameters corresponding to the current balance speed are replaced by the new parameters. The estimated methods of the new parameters are expressed as follows.
The current influence coefficients corresponding to the balance speed in the scheduling table are taken as the original estimated value ofR (k−1) , the current testing and caculating values of R k are obtained according to Equation (20). The new estimated values ofR k can be calculated according to Equation (22), and then the gain parameters can be calculated and renewed by replacing the parameter of R byR k in Equation (14) .
Step 4, the step 2 and step 3 are carried out repeatedly until the amplitude of the unbalancing vibration signals is reduced to the allowed range.
The Dynamic Balance Experiment and Its Result Analysis
The picture of the experimental system is shown as Figure 8 . The motorized spindle is used to drive the rotating spindle with the dynamic balance mechanism to rotate synchronously. The sensors and signal acquisition system are used to collect the vibration signals, reference signal, and position signals. The pneumatic control system is used to drive the balance disks to reach the expected position. The software system is programmed by Labview language for signal acquisition, signal analysis, and output control.
According to the principle and steps of influence coefficient method, the influence coefficient change condition is examined by a series of trial weight experiments. Step 1, Taken the balance speed of 4800 rpm as an example, the original vibration signals and reference signal are shown in Figure 9 . Comparing with the reference signal, the unbalance vibration vectors of points 1 and 2 are separated from the testing vibration signals by the least square method [17] . The separating results of unbalance vibration vectors are listed as follows.
Step 2, The unbalance vector
• is exerted in correcting face 1, the spindle is run to the balance speed again, the testing signals of spindle are shown in Figure 10 . The unbalance vibration signals separated from the signals in Figure 10 are listed as follows.
The influence coefficient of correcting face 1 relative to points 1 and 2 can be calculated as follows.
Step 3, The unbalance vector
• is exerted in correcting face 2, the spindle is run to the balance speed again, and the testing signals of the spindle are shown in Figure 11 . The unbalance vibration signals separated from Figure 11 are listed as follows.
The influence coefficient of correcting face 2 relative to points 1 and 2 can be calculated as follows.
According to the above steps, the trial weight experiments are carried out once a month and the five times repeated experiment results are listed in Table 1 .
In Table 1 , the correcting vectors are calculated according to the current influence coefficient, the residual unbalance vibration vectors are tested after correcting vectors are exerted. It can be seen from Table 1 , affected by the factors of kinetic parameter variation of the spindle system, adjustment error, measurement, and signal analysis error etc, that the differences of these influence coefficients are obvious even at the same speed. The correcting vectors and residual unbalance vibration vectors are affected directly by the influence coefficient. Based on the data in Table 1 , the adaptive process of influence coefficient and the gain parameters are shown in Table 2 . For ease of calculation, the influence coefficient and gain parameters are expressed as the plural. In Table 2 , the forgetting factors are set to be 0.5I 2×2 , the weighting matrix H is set to be 8I 2×2 , and weighting matrix Q set to be 80I 2×2 . Based on the data in Table 2 , the correcting vectors are calculated and the residual unbalance vibration are listed in Table 3 . In Table 3 , the correcting vectors → C R are calculated according to the adaptive influence coefficient, the correcting vectors → C G are calculated according to the gain parameters. It can be seen from Table 3 , the influence coefficient accuracy and the balance accuracy have been improved through the adaptive method. Compared with the balance effect of the influence coefficient method, the correcting vectors tend to be stable and close to the ideal value based on the adaptive gain scheduling control. Meanwhile, the residual unbalance vibrations of the testing points tend to be average and small. The more that the balance time is at the same speed, the more accurate the gain value and the much better the balance effect are.
In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method in this paper, the other experimental results are shown as Table 4 based on the same method above. It can be seen from Table 4 , that a good balance effect has been obtained at other balance speeds, and the gain parameters adaption and scheduling control method proposed in this paper is effective.
Conclusions
(1) The influence coefficient method is the common method for rotor online dynamic balance.
The experiments proved that the precision of influence coefficient can be affected by transformation of speed, service time, environment condition, temperature field, abrasion, and lubrication condition of the supporting components, signal measurement and calculation accuracy etc. The accuracy of the influence coefficient has a big effect on the accuracy of online dynamic balance. (2) The accuracy of the influence coefficient can be improved by the self-adaptive method proposed in this paper. The experiments have proved that the balance accuracy can be improved and the trial weight times can be reduced. (3) In theory, we do not need to know the real influence coefficient when the gain scheduling method is applied in online dynamic balance, but the gain schelduling control method belongs to the open loop control and no feedback and compensation mechanism for the inaccurate gain. Based on the self-adaptive method of the influence coefficient, a self-adaptive method for gain parameters is proposed in the paper. The experiments prove that the balance accuracy can be improved based on the gain parameters self-adaptive method, and the residual unbalance vibration differences between the testing points can be reduced by adjusting the parameters of the weighting matrix. 
